The Pioneer Woman 6 Qt Portable Slow Cookers by Hamilton Beach
The Pioneer Woman: The Pioneer Woman is
introducing two new portable slow cookers in the
popular Breezy Blossom and Melody patterns. Ree
Drummond, The Pioneer Woman herself, brings
her signature bright and whimsical kitchenware
designs to an expanding line of small kitchen
appliances this Fall available exclusively at Walmart
and on Walmart.com. In partnership with Hamilton
Beach Brands, the Pioneer Woman line combines
her creativity with the functionality and reliability of
Hamilton Beach.
Slow Cooker Features: The new Pioneer Woman®
Slow Cooker in Breezy Blossom and Melody
(pictured) are ideal for cooking and carrying food to
potlucks and parties. It has comfort-grip handles
and clips that cleverly hold the lid in place while
traveling to avoid spills. It has 3 heat settings: high,
low and warm. The slow cooker's large 6-quart
capacity and oval shape are ideal for handling large
cuts of meat. It will cook a 6 lb. chicken or a 4 lb.
roast. The stoneware insert and glass lid easily
remove for serving or for cleaning. Simply place
them in the dishwasher for easy cleanup.
Perfectly Paired Patterns: Inspired by her daily
life on an Oklahoma Ranch, Ree’s designs will
brighten your table and countertops. Her style
encourages mixing and matching to complement
your individual taste in the kitchen. The line of small
kitchen appliances offers some of her most wellknown patterns including Vintage Floral and Fiona
Floral. This exclusive offering at Walmart
accompanies her extensive line of dishware,
serveware, cookware and more.

DETAILS
Product Names:
The Pioneer Woman 6 Qt Slow Cooker
in Breezy Blossom (33062)
The Pioneer Woman 6 Qt Slow Cooker
in Melody (33063)
MSRP: $29.99
Availability: September 2020
Meet Ree: She is a NY Times Best Selling Author,
TV personality, social media phenom and the
woman behind the popular The Pioneer Woman
lifestyle blog that started it all. Ree is also a lover
of butter, basset hounds, Ethel Merman, her
hunky husband Ladd and their four kids. Her
casual country style and delicious recipes have
made her a go-to for all things cooking and
entertaining.
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